
Class V                       Sanghamitra School             Date: 20/3/2020        

                     Revision Worksheet for Annual Exam 

Objective: To revise for annual exams. 

Instruction: Learn and answer the below questions on A4 sheets subject wise, day 

wise and submit on the reopening day. 

Sub : English Time : 20 min 

Story Writing 

Develop the story in 8 to 10 sentences by using the given clues 

Tortoise walking on the road - is seen by a hare- hare laughs at the tortoise for his 

very slow- bet for race- Tortoise moving with his slow speed. 

Sub : Hindi Time :30 min 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sub: Math Chapters : Percentages and Average; Profit and Loss Time : 30 min 

1) Lasya bought a dress for ₹800 and spent ₹150 on it and she sold it for ₹1000.   

Find her profit/loss. 

2) Write the formulae for the following 

     P= SP-CP                    L= CP-SP 

     SP =                            CP =  

     CP =                            SP =  

Profit/Loss percentage is always calculated with respect to ________ (CP/SP) 

 



3) Find the following  

    a) 10 % of 100     b) 100 %  of 10     c) 10 %  of 10 

4) Write the decimal form for the following  

    a) 36 %    b) 12 %     c)   72 % 

Sub : Science : Le- Air and it's uses, Le- Force and Work  and Le- Light and 

Sound Time : 30 min  

1. Complete the Concept Map  

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Example: _______          Example: ________  

2. Give any 5 examples of transparent, translucent and opaque objects. 

3 Give any 3 examples of pleasant and unpleasant sounds. 

4. Define Force. 

5. Give any two examples of 

     a) Wedge    b) Inclined plane    c) Lever   d) Screw    e) Pulley    

6. Mention any three steps to control air pollution. 

7. Draw and Label the different layers of atmosphere.  

 

 

Luminous 

objects 

  a b 



Sub : Social Time : 30 min  

1) Fill in the timeline of the explorer Christopher Columbus (Le-5) 

2) Write the advantages and disadvantages of T.V? (Le-7) 

3) What were the principles that Socrates believed in? (Le-11) 

4) What are the reasons for failure of revolt of 1857? (Le-6) 

5) Why was the Civil Disobedience Movement launched? (Le-6) 

 

Sub : Telugu  Time : 5 min 

Learn the Peom Thoroughly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class V               Sanghamitra School                    Date: 21/3/2020        

              Revision Worksheet for Annual Exam 

Objective: To revise for annual exams. 

Instruction: Learn and answer the below questions on A4 sheets subject wise, day 

wise and submit on the reopening day. 

Sub: English Time : 30 min 

             Comprehension 

I. Read the paragraph carefully and answer the questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q1. Read the sentences carefully and write True/False 

      a) To protect yourself from Corona we need to avoid close contact     

           with anyone. (      ) 

      b) We must cover our mouth and nose when you cough or sneeze (     ) 

 



Q 2. Identify the correct spelling 

a) Carnoaviras    b) Caronavirus     c) CoronaVirus     

a) Sargical           b) Surgical             c) Surgikal   

c) symptoms         b)  symtoms              c) Symptums 

Q. 3 Assemble the letters to frame a word 

a)   ARIPRESTORY             b) DIOVA 

Q 4. Identify the incorrect statement  

i) Wear gloves, wash or change them daily  

ii) Eat only half boiled food 

Sub: Hindi: Time: 30 min 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sub: Math: Time: 20 min 

1)Write order of rotational symmetry of the following by showing four turns 

    a) A   b)         c)  C 

 

2)Draw the lines of symmetry for the following 

  a)        b) B   c) C    d) A   e)  

 



3) If you are facing to west, what direction is  

a) Right to you 

b) Left to you 

 

 

Sub: Science Le-  Force and Work   Time : 20 min 

I.  Read the passage and answer the given questions 

The pushing or pulling of an object is called force. We push and pull objects most of 

the time. When we have to switch on the computer we push the button, when we 

have to type on a computer we gently push the keys. A child when starts walking 

pulls the string toys. 

1Q. What is force? Give any two examples of it. 

2 Q. Fill in the blanks 

       a) _________________ force used by our limbs to pull or push an   

           object. 

       b) _____________ Force of the Earth that attracts or pulls objects  

          towards it. 

       c) ________________ force of magnets that attracts objects made  

          of iron and nickel. 

        d) Force created by combining hair in winters ______________. 

        e)  ___________ force is applied in simple machines. 

 

Sub: Social Science  Le- 5 The Explorers Time : 20 min 

I. Read the passage and answer the following questions 

Topic : Bartholomew Diaz 

Bartholomew Diaz was a portuguese explorer who sailed around the southernmost 

tip of Africa in 1488. The king of Portugal had appointed him to discover a trade route 

to India. It was on his return voyage that he discovered the cape of Good Hope. he 

N 

E 

S 

W 



originally named it the ' Cape of Storms'. His discovery opened a new route to India. 

As a result, the Europeans could trade directly with India and other parts of Asia. 

Answer the following questions 

Fill in the blanks 

1. Diaz was a  ________________ explorer 

2. Diaz discovered the __________. 

3. Diaz sailed around the ___________ tip of _________ in 1488. 

4. New name of Cape of Good Hope ____________. 

II. Choose the correct spelling 

i) a) Potuguse    b) Pootugues     c) Portuguese 

ii) a Bartholomew    b) Bartholmew    c)  Bartolomew 

iii) a )  Europoans    b) Europens    c)  Europeans 

 

Sub: Telugu: Time: 10 min 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class V               Sanghamitra School                    Date: 22/3/2020        

              Revision Worksheet for Annual Exam 

Objective: To revise for annual exams. 

Instruction: Learn and answer the below questions on A4 sheets subject wise, day 

wise and submit on the reopening day. 

Sub: English Time: 30 min 

Learn and write each word 3 times. 
1.commotion   2. uncle     3. lying   4. picture   5. carelessly     6. Grunted 
 
7. disgrace     8. buffoons    9. comprehension   10. conversation 
 
 

Sub: Hindi: Time: 30 min 
 
 
              
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sub: Maths Chapters Percentages and Averages Time:30 min 

1) Convert the given percentages to fraction to its simplest form 

a) 45 %   b) 20 % c) 55% 

2) Find the values of the following 
 

a) 30% of 270 cm    b) 20 % of 5 l 

 
3) In a class of 120 students 80 are boys. Find the percentage of girls. 

 

 
 



Sub: Science Le-Air and its uses Time- 25 min 
 
                Passage-Composition of air 
Air comprises of a mixture of gases. It has 78% of nitrogen, which does not support 
burning. Oxygen is 21% which is essential for all living beings. It is essential for 
burning. 
 
1. Give one word for the following: 
a) Lowest layer of Earth’s atmosphere: __________. 
b) Gas essential for burning: ___________. 
c) Layer of air that surrounds the Earth’s atmosphere___________. 
 
2. Fill in the blank: 
a) Air crafts fly in this region_________. 
b) Temperature decreases with increasing altitude ________. 
c)It has ozone in this layer___________. 
 
3. To show air has weight: 
 a) write meanings of the following words: 
a) Inflated :________________________. 
b) Deflated:______________________. 
c)Conclusion: Air has ____________. 
 

Sub: Social Le- 6 The British Raj and the Freedom Struggle Time – 30 min 

 

                   Map Pointing 

1.On the map of India, mark the places where the Revolt of 1857 took in red and 

the places where the East India company set up their trading centres in green. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.Read T.B pgs exercises 

thoroughly 

203,204,205,206,207, and 

208. 
 



Sub: Telugu: 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class V               Sanghamitra School                    Date: 23/3/2020        

              Revision Worksheet for Annual Exam 

Objective: To revise for annual exams. 

Instruction: Learn and answer the below questions on A4 sheets subject wise, day 

wise and submit on the reopening day. 

Sub: English: Time:30 min 

   Verbs 

1. Draw any 4 action pictures with the given letters 

a. S     b.  C   c. K  d.   E 

2.Identify the compound words in the given sentences 

a. We put the books in the bookshelf. 

b. I write my work in my notebook. 

c. The cowboy was riding a horse. 

d. It is important to eat breakfast. 

e. You look good wearing sunglasses. 

Sub: Hindi: 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sub: Math: Chapters: Percentages and Average Time:20 mins 
 
1) Find the average of first 5 odd numbers 
2) Average of 5 observations are 42. Find sum of observations. 



3) Write the formulae of 
 1. Avg = 
 2. Sum of observations = 
 3. No of observations = 
 

 
Sub: Science: Le-Food & Nutrition, Diseases,Le-Light & Sound Time -30min 
 

1.Complete the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. Write 2 examples for each of the following: 
a. Transparent materials: ______________. 
b. Translucent materials: ______________. 
c. Opaque materials: _______________. 
 
3.Give 2 examples for each of the following: 
a. Sources of carbohydrates: _______________ 
b. Sources of vitamins: ________________ 
c.Sources of minerals: ______________ 
 
4 State True/False 
a. Shadows are always dark  (     ) 
b. The size of the shadows of an object is always the same (      ) 
c.Objects that give out light are luminous (    ) 
  
 

 

 

 

S.No Communicable diseases Caused by 

1  Flu  

2 Measles  

3 Chickenpox  

4 Cholera  

5 Malaria  

6 Typhoid  



Sub: Social Science: Le-6 The British Raj and The Freedom struggle. 

Time:30min 

Topic: Gandhian Phase 

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was born in 1896 in Porbandar, Gujarat. He studied 
in England and practised law for about 21 years in South Africa. He fought for the 
rights in South Africa. He fought for rights of Indians in South Africa. Mahatma 
Gandhi returned to India from South Africa in 1915. He was shocked to see the 
poverty in India and the suffering of his countrymen. He used Satyagraha, which was 
based on the principles of truth and non-violence to oppose injustice. 

Read the passage and answer the questions 

1) Full name of Gandhiji________ 

2) Born in year ________ 

3) Place of birth ________ 

4) Principles of Gandhiji _______ and ___________ 

II. Fill in the blanks 

1) Gandhiji practiced law for about _________ years in _______ 

2) Gandhiji was shocked to see the _________ in India. 

3) He used ________, which was based on ______ the principles of __________       

  and ______________ to oppose_________ 

Sub: Telugu: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class V               Sanghamitra School                    Date: 24/3/2020        

              Revision Worksheet for Annual Exam 

Objective: To revise for annual exams. 

Instruction: Learn and answer the below questions on A4 sheets subject wise, day 

wise and submit on the reopening day. 

Sub: English: Time:30 min 

I. Tenses 
Write the past tense for the given words. 
1. cut- __________  2. put - _________   3. know - _____________   
4. fall -  _______________  5. throw - ______________ 6. is - ____________                        
7. find - ____________________    8. choose - __________________ 
9. speak - __________________ 10. hear - _____________ 

                                             
II. Prepositions. 
Complete the sentences using prepositions. (at, in, on) 
1. I will meet you ________ the bus stop. 
2. Are there any holidays ____________ April? 
3. Who went to Delhi __________ May? 
4.Do you dream ________ night? 
5. I like to drink tea ____________ the evening. 
6. I was born ______ the 9th of May. 
 
Sub: Hindi: Time:30 min 

Learn and Write Le – 11. स्टीफ़न हॉक िं ग –शब्दार्थ and 1 to 4 Questions and answers 

(1) time from Cw. 

Sub: Math: Chapters: Metric Measures Time:30 min 

1. Convert 5.43 dam to dm. 

2. 14 dal 3 l 7dl -  8 dal 4 l 3 dl. 

3. Multiply 3 dm 8 cm 4 mm by 6. 

4. Divide 22 km 9 hm 10 dam by 5 

Sub: Science: Le-1 Human body Time:30 min 

I. Answer the following Questions 
1. What is a joint? 
2. What are movable joints? Classify them with the examples. 
 



3. Write about the following: 
a) Ribcage 
  i) No of bones present: _________. 
  ii) Delicate organs protected: ___________. 
 
b) Vertebral column 
  i) No of bones present: __________. 
  ii) Delicate organs protected: _________. 
 
4. Name the different parts of a brain. What does each part do? 
 
 

Sub: Social Science: Le- The Explorers Time:30 min 

Learn and Write High Frequency words - 3 times 

1. Christopher Columbus 2) Portuguese 3. explorer 4. Cape of Storms 5. navigator  

6. Zamorin 7) Kozhikode 8. Calicut 9. Lisbon 10. discovered 

Sub: Telugu: Time:30 min 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class V               Sanghamitra School                    Date: 26/3/2020        

              Revision Worksheet for Annual Exam 

Objective: To revise for annual exams. 

Instruction: Learn and answer the below questions on A4 sheets subject wise, day 

wise and submit on the reopening day. 

Sub: English: Time:30 min 

I. Read Ls- Strange Sports in T.B and frame two questions on your own. 
II. Read page – 11 in T.B and answer the given questions. 
1. Laughing merrily, the two friends set out to find the nugget. The underlined word 
means. 
a.  a small lump of gold or other precious metal. 
b. a small piece of paper. 
c. a big piece of paper. 
2. Unscramble the letters to make a word. 
a. lufituaeb   b.  Ggunets 
3. Complete the blanks. 
Each __________ picked up one of these ____________ and handed it 
__________to his ___________________. 
4. There wasn’t any dead snake there. Choose the antonym for the underlined word. 
a. large            b. alive            c. Die 
 
Sub: Hindi: Time:30 min 

Learn and Write Le-12. चााँद ए  गुब्बारा – शब्दार्थ and 1 to 4 Questions and answers (1) time 

from C.W. 

Sub: Math Chapters: Profit and Loss Time:30 min 

1. CP = ₹ 500, SP = ₹ 750  find Profit / Loss. 

2. CP = ₹ 800, L = ₹ 75  find  SP. 

3. SP = ₹ 1520 , P = ₹ 180  find CP. 

4. SP =₹ 5050,   L = ₹ 175  find  CP. 

 
 

 

 

 



Sub: Science Le-Food and Nutrition (TB) Time:30 min 

1. Complete the concept map: 
 

i)      Nutrients 
 

  
 
 
a) ___________    b)__________ c)___________ d)_____________  
 
 

ii) Malnutrition and Deficiency Diseases 
 

 
 
 
a)Proteins           b) Vitamins                c) Minerals 
i)______            i)Vit A-__________     i)Iron-_______ 
ii)__________       ii)Vit B-__________    ii)Iodine-_______ 
                    iii)Vit C-__________ 
                    iv) Vit D-____________ 
 
2.    Fill in the blanks  
a. Wafers and chips are ___________foods. 

b.Proteins , fats and vitamins are __________________. 

c. Peas , beans are ____________________foods. 

3. State True or False 
a. Vitamin A is good for eye sight (     ) 

b. Lack of vitamin D causes rickets (     ) 

c.Sugar is a source of carbohydrates (      ) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sub: Social Science: The British Raj and Freedom Struggle Time- 30 min    
 

Learn and write High Frequency words 3 times 

1.Lord Dalhousie 2. British 3.government 4. protested 5.revolt 6. modern 7.weapons 

8.techniques 9.Amritsar 10,gathering 11.innocent 12.administration  13. Swadeshi 

14. Disobedience 15.partition 

 
Sub: Telugu: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class V               Sanghamitra School                    Date: 27/3/2020        

              Revision Worksheet for Annual Exam 

Objective: To revise for annual exams. 

Instruction: Learn and answer the below questions on A4 sheets subject wise, day 

wise and submit on the reopening day. 

Sub: English: Time:30 min 

I. Contractions 
  Learn and write contractions and compound words from T.B page 31 each 2 times. 
 
Sub: Hindi: Time:30 min 

Learn and write Le – 10. मेट्रो  ी  हानी – शब्दार्थ and 1 to 4 questions and 

answers (1) time from CW. 

Sub: Math: Chapters: Geometry- Angles Time:20 min 

1. Angle whose measure is exactly 90º is called____________ 

2. Angle whose measure is exactly 180º  is called ___________ 

3. 78º, 12º are called ______ angles. 

4. 108º, 72º are called _________ angles. 

5. Match the following 
1. acute angle                   (    )      a. Sum of two angles 90º 
2. reflex angle                   (    )      b.  Between 90º and 180º 
3. obtuse angle                  (    )      c.  Sum of two angles 180º 
4. complementary angles         (    )      d.  Between 0º and 90º 
5. supplementary angles          (    )      e. Between 180º and 360º 
 
 
Sub: Science: Le-Noncommunicable & Communicable diseases (TB)  

                      Time: 30 min         

1.Match the following: 
a.Pneumonia    (    )          1. Water borne 

b.Cholera       (    )          2. Mosquitoes 

c.Malaria       (     )          3. Airborne 

d.Rabies       (     )          4. Whooping cough 

e.Pertussis     (     )          5. Animal bites 



2. What is a symptom? 
3. Give any two examples of air borne, water borne, childhood ,direct contact 
diseases. 
4. Give any three examples of communicable and noncommunicable diseases. 
 
Sub: Social Science:Le- Inspiring Personalities- Time:30 min 

 Learn and Write High Frequency words 3 times 
1.Livelihood 2. mindfulness 3.concentration 4. Narendra Nath Datta 
5.Rama Krishna Paramahamsa 6. apartheid  7.revolutionary 
8.intention 9. Swami Vivekananda 10. slavery. 
 

Sub: Telugu: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class V               Sanghamitra School                    Date: 28/3/2020        

              Revision Worksheet for Annual Exam 

Objective: To revise for annual exams. 

Instruction: Learn and answer the below questions on A4 sheets subject wise, day 

wise and submit on the reopening day. 

Sub: English: Time:30 min 

I. Learn and write bit (2) from T.B page 20 each 2 times. 

II. Learn and write bit (1) from T.B page 13 each 2 times. 

 

Sub:Hindi: Time:30 min 

Learn and write TB- pg-143(bit) ता – प्रत्यय शब्द । Pg – 142(2bit) विलोम शब्द । Pg – 

141(1bit) पयाथयिाची शब्द ।  

 

Sub:Math: Chapters : Metric Measures Time:30 min 

1.  Choose the appropriate one 
 
a.  Thickness of pencil lead about 1       (mm,  m,  cm) 
 
b.  Length of an ant about   1    ( mm,  cm,  m) 
 
c.  Weight of a feather about  1   ( g,  kg,  mg) 
 
d.  Length of a cricket bat about  90   (m,  mm,  cm) 
 
2.  8750 g = ___________kg 
 
3.  1 Km 25 Cm  =  ______m 
 
4.  2250 ml = ____________l 
 
Sub:Science: Time:30 min 

1.Read Le-4- Environmental sanitation and complete the exercises on pgs-   

  187,190,191,192 and 193 in text book neatly. 



Sub:Social Science: Le -5 The Explorers Time:30 min 

Learn pgs 195,197,198,199 and 200 T.B exercises thoroughly. 
 

Sub:Telugu: Time:15 min 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class V               Sanghamitra School                    Date: 29/3/2020        

              Revision Worksheet for Annual Exam 

Objective: To revise for annual exams. 

Instruction: Learn and answer the below questions on A4 sheets subject wise, day 

wise and submit on the reopening day. 

Sub:English: Time:30 min 

Learn and write each word 3 times. 

1. astonished 2. nugget 3. together 4. stroll 5. pretended 6. beautiful 7. marvellous   

8. disappointed 9.sparkly 10. engrossed 

 

Sub:Hindi: Time:30 min 

Learn and write TB – pg- 119 - (1bit) पयाथयिाची शब्द। Pg – 120 – (2bit) विलोम शब्द 
। Pg – 121 – (5bit) महुािरे । 

 

Sub:Math: Chapters : Percentages and Average Time:30 min 

 

1. 40% discount is given on a T.V.  which costs ₹ 64,000. Find the discount amount. 

 
2. Find the average of 23, 36, 57,48,40,42. 
 
3. 1800 students appeared for a test. 15% of the students failed in the test. Find the 
number of students failed in the test. 
 
Sub:Science: Time:20 min 

1.Complete the worksheet on pg-194 in T.B neatly. 
 

Sub:Social Science Le-The British Raj & the Freedom Struggle 
Time:20 min 
 
Learn pages -  209, 210, and 211 T.B exercises thoroughly. 
 
 



Sub:Telugu: Time:10 min 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class V               Sanghamitra School                    Date: 30/3/2020        

              Revision Worksheet for Annual Exam 

Objective: To revise for annual exams. 

 Instruction: Learn and answer the below questions on A4 sheets subject wise, day 

wise and submit on the reopening day. 

Sub:English: Time:30 min 

I. Write any two rhyming words of your own. 
 
1. fine -  ______________            ________________ 
2. crown - _____________           _________________ 
3. brain - ______________        _________________ 
4. drum - ______________           ________________ 
 
II. Write the prefixes to make antonyms. 
1. tolerant   X ____________    2. decent  X ____________ 
3. behave X ______________ 4. fortunate X ___________ 
5. like X _________________ 6. lead X ____________ 
7. able X _________________ 8. trust X ____________ 
9.sense X ______________  10. understand X _______________ 
 
Sub:Hindi: Time:30 min 

1) Learn and write Page 102 ( bits 1 and 2 ) and Page 103 (bit 2) from T.B 

Sub:Math: Chapters: Preparing Bills Time:30 min 

1.  5 kg of potatoes cost is ₹ 60 find the cost of 2 kg of potatoes. 

 

2.  Cost of 20 pens is ₹ 400. Find the cost of 12 pens. 

 
3.  Prepare the bill 

 

 

 

 

 

S. No. Particular Rate per unit 

(₹) 

Quantity Amount (₹) 

1 Note book 25 2  

2 Tooth brush 30 3  

3 pen 10 10  
 



Sub:Science: Time:20 min 

Answer the questions 
1. Show the diagrammatic representation of composition of air. 
 
2. Fill in the blanks 

a. We need ___________to breathe. 

b. Moving air is called____________. 

c.___________is used to put out fire. 

d.The ozone layer is present in ________. 

e. Air has ___________. 

Sub:Social Science: Le- 7 Inventions and Discoveries Time:30 min 

 

Learn pages 215,216,217,218 and 219 from T.B exercises thoroughly. 

 

Sub:Telugu: Time:10 min 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class V               Sanghamitra School                    Date: 31/3/2020        

              Revision Worksheet for Annual Exam 

Objective: To revise for annual exams. 

 Instruction: Learn and answer the below questions on A4 sheets subject wise, day 

wise and submit on the reopening day. 

Sub:English: Time:30 min 

I. Read the sentences and complete them using (a,an and the). 
1. I will have ________ orange, ____________ pear and _________ apple. 
2. This is _________ great car, 
3. She is ____________ hardworking girl. 
4. I like to travel in _____________ car. 
5. _____________ apple I ate was very sweet. 
 
II. Identify the silent letter in the given words. 
a. honest - _____                          b. Campaign - __________ 
c. hour - ________                  d.design - ______ 
e. what - _______                  f. tongue - __________ 
g. knife - _______                      h. foreign - _________  
 
Sub:Hindi: Time:30 min 

Learn and write Le – 9. प्र ृतत  ा सिंदेश – शब्दार्थ and 1 to 5 Questions and answers (1) time 

from CW. 

Sub:Math: Chapters : Graphs Time:30 min 

Draw the bar graph for the following 
1.Fruits sold in a fruit market 
 

 
 
 
 

 
2. Favourite colour of the children 
 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Fruit Apple Mango Orange Banana 

Number of 
fruits 

500 450 300 600 

Colour Blue yellow orange red 

Number of 
children 

70 40 55 60 



Sub:Science: Le-Force and Work Time:30 min 
 
1. Write any two examples of mechanical, magnetic, muscular, electrostatic force. 
 
2. Write any two examples of : a) Wedge  b)Screw 
 
3. High frequency words:(3 times) 
a. transparent 
b.translucent 
c.opaque 
d.atmosphere   
e.materials 
 

Sub:Social Science Le-11 Inspiring personalities: Time:30 min 

Learn pages 247,248,250 and 251 from T.B exercises thoroughly 

 

Sub:Telugu Time:10 min 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


